How to locate help, find tutorials, and stay informed about available technology workshops

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY SERVICES BLOG
Informational blog created for CofC students about new and updated software applications, laptop requirements and loaner computers, how to schedule technology consultations, and more.

blogs.cofc.edu/sits

VIEW HOW-TO GUIDES AND VIDEO TUTORIALS
Quick guides and tutorials covering topics on OAKS, Zoom, VoiceThread, Microsoft Office Suite, Pulse application and more.

blogs.cofc.edu/sits/tutorials/

STAY CONNECTED WITH TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOPS
Technology workshops that are open to all current CofC students. Workshops vary depending on student need. Check the calendar for any upcoming workshops.

blogs.cofc.edu/sits/technology-workshops/

STILL NEED HELP?
CONTACT US FOR MORE INFO
For more information on how you can get help, email us at sits@cofc.edu or schedule a one-on-one session at https://blogs.cofc.edu/sits/about-us/.